Search for large extra dimensions in dimuon and dielectron events in pp collisions at Models that extend the structure of space-time predict new phenomena beyond the standard model (SM) of particle physics. Additional spatial dimensions, essential for formulating quantum gravity in the context of string theory, have been proposed as a solution to the SM hierarchy problem [1] [2] [3] . In this Letter, we present a search for events at large dimuon or dielectron invariant mass due to contributions from virtual-graviton processes in the ArkaniHamed-Dimopoulos-Dvali (ADD) model [1, 2] .
parameters in the HLZ convention [7] . The results of the analysis are interpreted in terms of both the HLZ and the GRW parameter conventions.
The effective theory breaks down at energy scales at which the underlying theory of quantum gravity starts to affect the phenomenology. We assume that the range of validity is characterized by a value ŝ max , roughly corresponding to the mass M max of the lepton pairs emitted in the decay of the graviton. As no clear prediction for ŝ max can be made within the ADD model, and to take into account the requirement ŝ max Λ, most results in this Letter are presented both for M max = M s and for a range of different values of M max .
Constraints on virtual-graviton signatures in the ADD model of extra dimensions have been obtained at HERA [8, 9] , LEP [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , and the Tevatron [16, 17] . At the LHC, limits have been presented based on measurements of diphoton events [18] [19] [20] .
CMS uses a right-handed coordinate system with axes labeled x, y, and z, and the origin at the center of the detector. The z-axis points along the direction of the anticlockwise beam.
The azimuthal and polar angles are φ and θ , with θ measured from the positive z-axis. The pseudorapidity η is defined by η = − ln tan(θ/2).
A main feature of the CMS apparatus is a superconducting solenoid of 6 m internal diameter, providing a magnetic field of 3.8 T. Located within the field volume are silicon pixel and strip inner trackers, an electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), and a hadronic calorimeter (HCAL). The ECAL consists of lead-tungstate crystals covering pseudorapidities of |η| < 1.5 (barrel) and 1.5 < |η| < 3.0 (endcaps). The CMS muon detectors are embedded in the return yoke of the magnet. Muons are measured with detection planes using three different technologies: Drift Tubes, Cathode Strip Chambers, and Resistive Plate Chambers. The first stage of the CMS trigger system employs custom hardware and processes information from the calorimeters and the muon system. The event rate is further reduced by a computer farm using the event information from all detector systems. A detailed description of CMS can be found in Ref. [21] .
This analysis uses data samples collected with the CMS detector in 2011, corresponding to an integrated luminosity [22] L of 2.3 ± 0.1 fb −1 (dimuons) or 2.1 ± 0.1 fb −1 (dielectrons). The integrated luminosity for the dimuon channel is larger because the muon selection has less stringent requirements on the performance of the calorimeters during data-taking. The muon data sample was collected using a single-muon trigger with a transverse momentum (p T ) threshold which was varied between 15 and 40 GeV over the course of data-taking to allow for changes in instantaneous luminosity. The search is performed with a set of events that contains either electron or muon pairs above a mass value M min . The lower bound of the signal region is chosen to maximize the expected upper limits of the ADD model parameter Λ T in each lepton channel.
The optimum value of M min is found to be 1.1 TeV for both the dimuon and the dielectron channel, based on simulation studies.
In both search channels, the pythia 8.142 [23, 24] event generator with the mstw08 [25] parton distribution function (PDF) set is used to simulate the expected signal. Interference terms between the standard model DY process and the virtual graviton are taken into account in the evaluation of the signal cross sections. Simulated events for both signal and SM backgrounds are passed through a detailed detector simulation based on geant4 [26] , using a realistic CMS alignment scenario, and the same reconstruction chain as data.
In this analysis, the SM DY process is the dominant background. In the dimuon channel, we use the mc@nlo [27, 28] event generator with the cteq6.6 [29] PDF set to simulate the DY background. The parton level events from mc@nlo are passed to herwig 6 [30] for the simulation of the QCD parton shower and hadronization, photos [31] for the simulation of the electroweak (EW) parton shower, and Jimmy [32] for the simulation of multiple parton interactions. The simulated reconstruction efficiencies in the chosen region of acceptance, including all selection criteria, are found to be 90% ± 3% for the high-mass DY dimuon background and 90% ± 4% for the ADD dimuon signal.
Mass-dependent corrections [33] beyond the QCD next-toleading-order (NLO) predictions implemented in mc@nlo are studied to improve the SM DY estimate in the dimuon channel. EW NLO effects are evaluated by comparing horace [34] NLO predictions interfaced to herwig 6 with horace LO predictions interfaced to herwig 6 and photos. In this procedure, photos corrections are applied to the LO results to account for radiation effects as these corrections are also included in the DY simulation based on mc@nlo. The effect of electroweak NLO corrections is found to be smaller than the QCD NLO contribution and of opposite sign. The estimated correction factor for the DY background beyond 1.1 TeV is ≈ 0.90 ± 0.06. Next-to-next-to-leading-order (NNLO) QCD corrections are obtained using higher-order calculations from fewz [35] . The corresponding multiplicative correction factor for the DY background in the signal region is estimated to be 1.03 ± 0.03. For the purpose of setting limits, both the EW NLO and QCD NNLO corrections are applied to the DY background prediction obtained from mc@nlo.
The DY background in the dielectron channel is simulated with pythia 6 [36] and normalized according to the observed data in the range 60-120 GeV around the Z resonance. As in the dimuon channel, electroweak NLO corrections at large mass are studied with horace. The estimated correction factor for the DY background beyond 1.1 TeV is found to be 0.92 ± 0.06. The simulated reconstruction efficiency for the high-mass DY dielectron background and the ADD dielectron signal in the selected acceptance range, including all selection criteria, is found to be 84% ± 3%.
The parton distribution functions have a strong impact on the SM DY background in both search channels. The PDF uncertainties for the DY process are evaluated by comparing results from the cteq6.6 [29] , mstw08 [25] , and nnpdf21 [37] PDF groups. This procedure follows the recommendations of the PDF4LHC working group [38] . The uncertainties are defined by constructing an envelope that embraces the three separate PDF sets from the respective groups, together with their individual associated uncertainties. Within each group, PDF reweighting [39] is used to evaluate the respective uncertainties. Additional uncertainties from the dependence on the strong coupling constant α s are estimated with mstw08 PDF sets. The resulting uncertainty on the integrated SM DY distribution for masses above 1.1 TeV, from all uncertainties related to the choice of PDF, is estimated to be 13%.
Contributions from tt, tW, and EW vector boson pair production to the dimuon and dielectron mass spectrum are estimated by using simulations with MadGraph [40] and pythia 6. The background contributions are cross-checked with a control sample dominated by these processes, including events with an electron and a muon passing requirements similar to those used for the signal leptons. Taking into account the differences in the acceptance and efficiencies between muons and electrons, the ratios between the expected ee, μμ, and eμ backgrounds from the tt, tW, and diboson contributions in the SM are well understood from lepton universality. The measured eμ mass spectrum is found to be well reproduced by the simulations. The agreement has been confirmed up to masses of ≈ 500 GeV, above which the statistical uncertainties on the eμ spectrum become large.
Background contributions at large dimuon mass from multijet processes and cosmic-ray muons are negligible for our event selection requirements.
In addition to those backgrounds that are common with the dimuon channel, the dielectron channel receives background contributions from multijet events with 2 jets that pass the electron selection and W + jets events with 1 jet passing electron selection. Events of the type γ + jets, where the photon converts to e + e − and both the photon and a jet are reconstructed as electrons that pass selection, are also considered. The rate for jets to be reconstructed as electrons is determined from a control sample of events selected by a single-electromagnetic-cluster trigger with a lower threshold. The electron selection criteria, including the isolation requirements, are relaxed to define electron candidates in this sample. Events are required to have no more than 
1 such reconstructed electron to suppress the contribution from the DY process. Residual contributions from W + jets and γ + jets events in the control sample are estimated from simulation. The estimated probability for an electron candidate to pass the full set of electron selection criteria is then used to weight the events that have 2 such candidates passing the double-electromagnetic-cluster trigger.
Both for dimuon and dielectron events, the contributions from non-DY processes sum up to less than 10% of the expected background in the signal region.
Using Z-candidate events, detailed studies are performed of possible differences in the electron and muon reconstruction efficiencies of simulated events and data [41] . No statistically significant deviations between data and simulations are found, indicating that the simulated lepton reconstruction efficiencies are reliable. In both channels, uncertainties on the simulated acceptance and reconstruction efficiencies at large dilepton mass are included in the statistical evaluation of the result. Uncertainties related to momentum reconstruction of muons and energy estimation of electrons are also taken into account.
The systematic uncertainties for the integrated dimuon and dielectron backgrounds in the signal region are summarized in Table 1. With the exception of the uncertainty on the integrated luminosity, which is treated as fully correlated between the 2 channels, they are assumed to be independent. Fig. 1 shows the observed and expected mass distributions in the 2 search channels as a function of dilepton mass. Measurements and SM predictions are found to be in agreement within statistical and systematic uncertainties. In both channels, no significant excess of events is observed in the high-mass region, and no events are found in the signal region. The corresponding SM background expectation in the signal region is 1.0 ± 0.2 events in the dielectron channel and 1.3 ± 0.2 events in the dimuon channel. The observed number of events N obs and the SM expectation are in agreement in several control regions, as shown in Table 2 .
For the statistical evaluation of the measurements, we count the observed events in the signal region. For each channel, the probability of observing N obs events in the signal region is given by a Poisson distribution. The statistical model for the Poisson means includes parameters that are used to describe the influence of the systematic uncertainties listed in Table 1 on the expected signal and background events. Limits on the cross sections for signals in the regions of acceptance are calculated with a CL s approach [42] . The applied test statistic is a one-sided profile likelihood ratio [43] corresponding to the selected models. The systematic uncertainties are included in the statistical evaluation by extending the likelihood with additional probability density functions that parameterize the respective uncertainties. The exclusion threshold is set to CL s = 0.05 (> 95% confidence).
The RooStats [44] software for statistical data analysis is used for the numerical evaluation of the CL s limits. At 95% confidence level (CL), we exclude signal cross sections σ s above 1.2 fb (1.8 fb expected) in the dimuon channel and 1.6 fb (2.3 fb expected) in the dielectron channel. The combined upper limit at 95% CL on the signal cross section in both channels σ s,μμ+ee is found to be 1.4 fb, while the expected limit is 2.2 fb.
The observed limits on σ s are translated into exclusion limits on the ADD parameters. To account for interference effects, the expected signal contribution for a particular choice of model parameters is evaluated by subtracting the SM DY cross section at LO from the cross section with the ADD LO contributions. Limits are based either on the leading-order ADD scenario without higherorder corrections or on an assumed higher-order correction factor (K-factor) of 1.3 for the ADD signal contributions. Based on studies of QCD NLO corrections to dilepton processes in the ADD model [45, 46] , the K-factor of 1.3 corresponds to a conservative choice. Table 3 summarizes the limits on the GRW and HLZ parameters for truncation of the signal
Results are also given for an evaluation of limits separately for dimuon or dielectron measurements. Including our recently published results on diphoton events [19] , which have comparable sensitivity, improves the observed combined limits on M s presented in Table 3 by 0.1 (0.3) TeV for n = 2 and 0.1 (0.1) TeV for n 3 without (with) K-factors for the signal contributions.
In summary, a search for the effects of large extra dimensions in dimuon and dielectron invariant mass spectra using the CMS detector at the LHC has been presented. The results are found to be in agreement with SM predictions, and no significant excess of events is observed at large values of dimuon or dielectron mass. In the signal region of dilepton masses above 1.1 TeV, no events are found. Our results extend the limits on ADD models based on the analysis of dilepton signatures. The combination with diphoton results provides the most stringent limits on graviton decay in the ADD framework to date.
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